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Abstract:

Supporting exploration of large databases attracts lots of attention these days, with many approaches flourishing in the literature (e.g., query recommendation, query reuse, query personalization, to name a few). Exploratory OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) over data warehouses can be seen as an ideal use case, in the sense that it aims at supporting the navigation and analysis of the most interesting data using the best possible perspectives. However, while OLAP is now a mature, efficient technology, very little attention has been paid to the effectiveness of the analysis and the user-friendliness of a technology often considered tedious of use.

This work summarizes various contributions to developing user-centric OLAP, focusing on the use of former queries to enhance subsequent analyses. We first introduce a logical model to describe and manipulate queries and logs, including a language parametrized by binary relations over analytical sessions. In particular, these relations can be specialization relations or based on similarity measures tailored for OLAP queries and sessions. We then describe how logs can be mined for knowledge representing the user behavior. This knowledge includes simple preferences, navigational habits and discoveries made during former explorations. We show how it can be used in various query personalization or query recommendation approaches, that vary in terms of formulation effort, proactiveness, prescriptiveness and expressive power. We present Falseto (Former AnalyticaL Sessions for lEss Tedious Olap), a research prototype that embodies this work. Finally, we conclude by outlining the development of a benchmark for assessing user-centric OLAP explorations.
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